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STORY

COMMANDO Cody (George Wallace) — Sky Marshal of the Universe — is an able young scientist who, with his assistants, Joan Gilbert (Aline Towne) and Ted Richards (William Bakewell), is making rapid strides in the development of a flying suit and rocket ship to the moon. Our nation's defenses are being sabotaged by mysterious blasts and a government official, Henderson (Don Walters), goes to Cody for help.

Commando goes right to work on the case and discovers that two men, Graber (Clayton Moore) and Daly (Bob Stevenson), are about to use an atomic gun to blast a troop train. The men escape, but Cody finds that they are using an unknown atomic element in their ray gun. By scientific deduction, he concludes that this element is found only on the moon and he decides to take a trip to the moon to verify his calculations.

On the moon Commando Cody and his cohorts discover a huge, walled-in city where Retik (Roy Barcroft) — the Ruler of the Moon — is conducting a campaign to conquer the world. Cody also finds the secret element he has been searching for is lunarium — but in so doing, he is trapped in Retik's laboratory.

Fortunately he escapes and with Joan and Ted attempts to return to the earth. However, Retik sends his trusted henchmen Graber and Daly, with a third man, Krog (Peter Brocco), after them, determined that they shall not land on the earth.

Commando's group is saved when policemen, guarding the landing field, are able to ward off the henchmen. Then follows a series of harrowing experiences as the operatives of the Moon King, Retik, use every means at their disposal to thwart the plans of Cody and his cohorts. Before the serial is over, the hero and his assistants are rescued from a burning volcano; they make another trip to the moon; they are chased through the stratosphere, but eventually they are able to kill Retik and his henchmen as they blast their rocket ship to pieces, therefore saving our earth from a vicious force plotting our destruction from the moon.
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Introducing a NEW Super-Science Star --- COMMANDO CODY --- Sky Marshal Of The Universe!
Commando Cody is an able young scientist who, with his assistants, Joan Gilbert and Ted Richards, is making rapid strides in the development of a flying suit and rocket ship to the moon. Our nation's defenses are being sabotaged by mysterious blasts and a government official, Henderson, goes to Cody for help.

Cody goes right to work on the case and discovers that two men, Graber and Daly are about to use an atomic gun to blast a troop train. The men wreck a train and escape, but Cody finds that they are using an unknown atomic element in their ray gun. By scientific deduction he concludes that this element is found only on the moon and he decides to take a trip to the moon to verify his calculations.

On the moon, Cody and his assistants discover a huge, walled-in city where Retik — the Ruler of the Moon — is conducting a campaign to conquer the world. He also finds the secret element he has been searching for is lunarium — but in so doing, he is trapped in Retik's laboratory.

Fortunately he escapes and with Joan and Ted attempts to return to earth. However, Retik sends his trusted henchmen, Graber and Daly, with a third man, Krok, after them, determined that they shall not land on the earth.

In their dogged struggle to save the earth from destruction by Retik and his henchmen, Cody and his friends face a suspense-filled series of danger-ridden adventures as Retik hurles a host of deadly super-scientific obstacles in their paths. But the pursuit is maintained and Cody and his men finally destroy Retik's forces in a spectacular interplanetary conflict.
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